Fresh Facts
from the Fishers
Every Man a Warrior

Lonnie Berger, Director of
TWR Men’s Ministries

“Why didn't someone tell me these things 20
years ago, before I made so many mistakes?”
The author of Every Man a Warrior
explains, “Men are designed by God to fight for
something. …Men really struggle to be the
lights to the world that God wants us to be.”
They get hooked on porn, their children leave
the church, many get divorced.
To prevent those problems, or to overcome
them, Every Man a Warrior, Book 1, guides
men to start with 15 minutes daily alone with
God, meditating on the Scripture and then
praying back to the Lord whatever is on their
hearts. So men begin a “walk with God”
experience.
Check a video, either in brief form at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-dNEBoBVIU or
in detail at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ictVWE-6RU. Or hear my interview with him at
https://www.twr360.org/ministry/16/truth-in-thetest-tube/lang,1 after May 1.

Composite Coverage
TWR's 230 languages reach 190 countries.
We have a potential on-air audience of 4.2
billion people every day.
And through digital media, we talk to about
50,000 people daily on the TWR 360 app.
Libby told Mission Network News, “People
don't come into the Kingdom in groups. They
come in one at a time. And our goal is to help
them meet Jesus, the closest friend they will
ever have.” Most radio listeners are alone or
with a friend, not distracted by a crowd, but
free to concentrate on what they’re hearing.

M ay 2019
“A Jesus Transfusion”
Operatic singer Fague [FAYG] Springman's
daughter was born with a rare blood disease.
Transfusions gave temporary improvement,
but the overall trend was downward.
Springman told her often how to prepare for
heaven, using verses like “The blood of Jesus
Christ, God's Son, cleanses us from all sin.”
As she became weaker, he asked, “Honey, do
you understand?” She looked up and answered,
“Yes, Daddy, I need a Jesus transfusion.”
Every cell of our bodies produces toxins that
will poison us if they aren't removed promptly.
The bloodstream picks up the waste matter and
transports it to the organs that discharge it. “A
Jesus Transfusion” is a great way to explain
what Christ did (and does) for us.
Listeners Write…
From Colombia: “Excellent! I want to
share this with my son who is skeptical because
of the influence of science.”
From the Russian Federation: “Thank
you for your work. [It is] a reasoned biblical
view of life problems, taking into account
historical events and scientific discoveries.
Such a format of radio programs attracts
people who think and helps them come closer
to the knowledge of the Truth.”
From Chile: “…we already know that there
is no contradiction between the scientific and
the biblical facts. This approach helps [us] to
understand [with reason what he previously
had to accept only by faith].”
From our Czech producer: “Yesterday…a
man…came to ask for recordings of TTT
programs. He regularly listens…and is excited.
He…had previously taught other people about
the origin of life according to early communist
theories, and now he is wondering about the
shift in knowledge in these issues, [that] he
may know about from TTT programs.” [It's not
really a ‘shift in knowledge’ or new discoveries. The facts have made God's wisdom
obvious “ever since creation.” This man was
teaching a Party line that he thought was true
and now wants the real truth].
From Peru: “Great program! I'm a university student, and it helps me a lot to defend my
faith.”
OVER >

Medical Updates
The latest PSA reading was incredibly low –
0.099! Meanwhile, our neurologist says the
Parkinson's problem is improving. Medication
seems to be keeping the leukemia at a nonthreatening level.
We hope more tests will identify the problem
that keeps me in my wheelchair nearly every
waking minute (mostly working at the
computer). Progress: A walker enables me to
walk the equivalent of four football fields.
Please join us in prayer that God will make
every exercise, a step toward full recovery of
walking.
Our Lips Are Sealed
An Arab who was saved through listening to
TWR's Arabic programs spent over an hour
talking with us in our home.
After he discovered our programs on TWRMonte-Carlo, he bombarded the Arabic staff
with question after question for more than a
year. The producers answered them in depth.
They sensed intense spiritual hunger in this
man. So they arranged that “During one year
and a half, I received every day a minimum of
one letter or…magazine with meditations and
prayers. Little by little I began to understand
the Christian faith. …I began to accept the
Bible as the Word of God and…to comprehend
Jesus Christ's life… …I began to recognize the
meaning of grace. Since then, I have cherished
the following Bible passage in my heart: ‘For it
is by grace you have been saved and this is not
from yourselves, it is the gift of God, not by
works.’”
He is a bold witness to Arabs in the U.S. If
he is forced to return to his home country, he
can face major pressure – or worse! So pray
that the family's asylum application will be
approved.
What's his name? Where is he from? For
his safety, our lips are sealed. If you tell God
you're interceding for the man saved through
TWR and who visited us last month, He will
know whom you mean.
New Language
The Truth in the Test Tube program recently
became available in Bosnian, which is spoken
by between 2.5 and 3.5 million people. You
can check
it out (in text or audio) at
https://www.twr360.org/ministry/16/lang,64.

Prayer Targets
That Dave’s health and strength
will continue to improve.
- That he will be able to walk
again, in God’s time.
- That U.S. officials will grant
political asylum to the
anonymous Arab and his
family.
- That Bosnian listeners will find
the program and believe.
- That when Japanese begins,
many listeners will find it soon.
- That God will convince listeners
that we’re telling them the
Truth.
- That each grandchild will follow
God’s will in major life choices.
-

More for the Money
When we first discussed producing the
program in Japanese, we agreed on a price for
translation, production, two FM stations, and
on-line presence. Since then, our Japanese
producers have negotiated to use four stations,
at no additional cost!
It's still expensive. A 5-minute program
costs $552; that's $110.40 per minute. But for
several million potential listeners, it will be
worth it! Want to help?
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